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The days of traveling solely by foot or by horseback are long gone and
new ways of travel are being improved upon every single day. This
charmingly illustrated book highlights the history and functionality of
several different types of transportation including cars, motorcycles,
and trains. This is not just an ordinary book on transportation. Look
closely at each page and find the silly stickman as he jumps, climbs,
and sneaks his way around these totally technological types of transportation!
The facts reported in this book are interesting and unique when compared to other books in this category. The illustrations are colorful and
visually pleasing and offer a great way to see the inside of vehicles and
view how the parts actually work. Young readers will love searching
for the stickmen as they learn more about the the advancements that
have been made in transportation throughout the years. This is a great
book for elementary aged children and could also be a great option for
reluctant readers
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